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Presenter Biography: Colin A. Ross, M.D completed medical school at the University of
Alberta and his psychiatry training at the University of Manitoba in Canada. He is a
Past President of the International Society for the Study of Trauma and Dissociation,
and is the author of over 225 papers and 31 books. He has spoken widely throughout
North America and Europe, and in China, Malaysia, Australia and New Zealand. He has
been a keynote speaker at many different conferences, and has reviewed for over 30
different professional journals. Dr. Ross is the Director of hospital-based Trauma
Programs in Denton, Texas, Torrance, California and Grand Rapids, Michigan. He has
been running a hospital Trauma Program in the Dallas area since moving to Texas in 1991. Dr. Ross’ books
cover a wide range of topics. His clinical books focus on trauma and dissociation and include: Dissociative
Identity Disorder. Diagnosis, Clinical Features and Treatment of Multiple Personality, Second Edition
(1997); Schizophrenia: Innovations in Diagnosis and Treatment (2004); The Trauma Model: A Solution to
the Problem of Comorbidity in Psychiatry (2007); Trauma Model Therapy: A Treatment Approach for
Trauma Dissociation and Complex Comorbidity (2009); Structural Dissociation: A Proposed Modification
of the Theory (2013); and Treatment of Dissociative Identity Disorder: Techniques and Strategies for
Stabilization (2018). Dr. Ross has published a series of treatment outcome studies in peer-reviewed
journals, which provide evidence for the effectiveness of Trauma Model Therapy. Many of his papers
involve large series of cases, with original research data and statistical analyses, including a paper entitled
‘Trauma and Dissociation in China” in the American Journal of Psychiatry. Besides his clinical psychiatry
interests, Dr. Ross has published papers and books on cancer and human energy fields, as well as literary
works including essays, fiction, poetry and screenplays. He has several different hobbies including travel.
Abstract: In this webinar, Dr. Ross will review the history of PTSD from the 19th century through DSM-III
(1980), DSM-IV (1994) and DSM-5 (2013). He will discuss the survival functions of PTSD symptoms including
flashbacks and hyper-arousal and will explain how PTSD can be conceptualized as a disorder of the future.
He will illustrate treatment strategies that follow from this perspective with brief case examples. Dr. Ross will
relate the discussion to the mammalian defense systems fight, flight and freeze throughout.
Objectives
Upon completion of this webinar participants will be able to:
• Describe the history of PTSD from the 19th century through DSM-III, DSM-IV and DSM-5
• Describe the survival functions of flashbacks, hyper-arousal and other PTSD symptoms
• Describe how PTSD can be conceptualized as a future-oriented survival strategy
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Can’t Make It?
If your schedule won’t allow for you to attend, the webinar will be recorded and made available for purchase
approximately three weeks after the live event. The recordings cost is $25 for ISSTD Members and $45 for
non-members. The webinar recording can be accessed on the CE-Credit.com website or in ISSTDWorld for
ISSTD members. Exam fees for Continuing Education credits start at an additional $10.46.
CE Learning Systems is a co-sponsor of this event. The webinar is pending approval for 1.5 credits (APA
only).

